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You can also view our diabetes guides on your
smartphone or tablet – simply download the
free Diabetes UK Publications app from the
App store or Google Play.

Our information is correct at the time of publication. It’s not a
substitute for seeing a healthcare professional, and isn’t intended
to replace the advice given by your diabetes healthcare team.

Diabetes UK policy statements are always clearly identified as such.

Products and services advertised in this guide aren’t necessarily
recommended by Diabetes UK. Although the utmost care is taken
to make sure products and services advertised are accurately
represented, it’s only possible to thoroughly check specialist diabetes
equipment. Please use your own discretion about whether or not an
item or service advertised is likely to help you and, where appropriate,
take professional advice from your medical advisor. Please note also
that prices are applicable only to British buyers and may vary for
overseas purchases. Paid adverts don’t necessarily represent the
views of Diabetes UK. Complaints regarding advertised services
or products should be addressed to: Content Team, Diabetes UK,
Wells Lawrence House, 126 Back Church Lane, London E1 1FH.
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We also hear from other parents on how they and
their child manage life with Type 1 diabetes. We give
you lots of tips to make your life easier – and there’s
a handy glossary and index at the back to help

In this guide, we set the record straight, giving you
the facts about diabetes and how you can treat it.
We also tell you what you and your child can do to
stay healthy, and list the care your child should get
from their diabetes healthcare team.

You’re bound to be upset and have a lot of
questions when your child is diagnosed with
Type 1 diabetes. There’s a lot of information out
there and it can be confusing to understand what
it all means. We’ll help you get to grips with it.

Armed with all the facts, and u
you, your child and your health
do, means you can look forwar
a full, long and healthy life with

If you sometimes find it all a bit
a lot of support available to you
to ask for help from your health
can always send us an email or
if you want to talk (see the bac
to get in touch).

you get the most out of this gui
we list some useful links to our
geared towards them.

Everyday life with T
diabetes for parents

Insulin acts like a key,
helping move glucose
into our cells. In Type 1
diabetes, there is no key.

Insulin

In people who don’t have
diabetes, the pancreas
makes a normal amount
of insulin.

diabetes because he or
gh insulin. Until it’s treated,

orried that your child
and you’ll want to know

4
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Cells

Cells

Blood

Without insulin, the level
of glucose in the blood
gets too high.

Pancreas

Glucose

If you have Type 1
diabetes, the body
stops making insulin.

It’s not caused by lifestyle.

this can make them very ill. Type 1 diabetes is
an autoimmune condition. It develops when the
insulin-producing cells in your body have been
destroyed and you can’t produce insulin.

is Type 1 diabetes?

Thirsty – being really thirsty Thinner – losing weight
and unable to quench it.
or looking thinner
than usual.

Toilet – having to pass
Tired – being more tired
urine a lot, bedwetting by than usual.
a previously dry child, or
heavier nappies in babies.

The main symptoms of untreated Type 1 diabetes
are known as the 4 Ts and are:

Symptoms

You may blame yourself in some way and think
you could’ve done something to prevent it. But you
couldn’t have. There’s nothing you or anyone else
did to cause this, and at the moment we don’t know
of any way it can be prevented.

We don’t know why this happens to some children
and not others. Genes play a small part, as Type 1
diabetes is slightly more common when a parent,
brother or sister has it. But there are many other
unknown things involved.

What we do know is that it’s an autoimmune
condition. That means the body has damaged its
own insulin-producing cells, so they stop working.
Once the cells stop working, they can’t start again.
The result is Type 1 diabetes.

Finding out that your child has Type 1 diabetes will
have been a shock. This is natural, in the same way
that it’s natural to wonder what caused it. But we
really know very little about why a child develops
Type 1 diabetes.

Need to know

In this guide you’ll find inform
and where to find more detail
and support. A good place t
website, www.diabetes.org
Helpline on 0345 123 2399*.
Scotland, call 0141 212 871
helpline.scotland@diabete

Need to know

With the right help and support
why Type 1 diabetes should st
having a long and healthy life.

Always remember that you’re n
Your paediatric diabetes team
and dietitians are there to help
of the way. And, we’re here too

Treating diabetes needs planni
lot of effort. It can be overwhel
the beginning. Many parents s
coaster ride – sometimes bloo
too high, sometimes too low, s
This can be both frustrating an
a parent, you feel responsible f
Thinking about what might hap
wrong can be very frightening.

You and your child will also nee
blood sugar levels (also called
regularly with a blood glucose
to manage their blood sugar le
amount of insulin they take wit
and the activity they do.

Your paediatric diabetes team (
with you to plan the best treat
But Type 1 diabetes is treated
injection, or by using an insulin
and physical activity are also re
pages 43 and 51).

rg.uk/pg-teens-my-

rg.uk/pg-teens-what-is

rg.uk/pg-kids-what-is

ur child

es of diabetes, such as
Diabetes of the Young),

ifferent things, with different
atments. But they’re both
conditions.

es – Type 1 and Type 2.
e who are diagnosed with
all, only about 10 per cent
ut, when it comes to children
s, the vast majority have

of diabetes?

research into transforming
to help find a cure – go
.uk/pg-research to see how
nd the breakthroughs so far.

Talk to us

If you’re in Scotland, call 0141 212 8710 or
email helpline.scotland@diabetes.org.uk

Do you have a question about Type 1? We can
give information and advice on all aspects of living
with diabetes. Get in touch for answers, support
or just to talk to someone who knows about
diabetes. Call our Helpline on 0345 123 2399*
or email helpline@diabetes.org.uk

Talk to us

Visit diabetes.org.uk/schools
to download or order your free resources.

*Calls may be recorded for quality and training purposes.

Call 0345 123 2399*
Email helpline@diabetes.org.uk

Our Helpline can give you support and information to hel
you make sure your child gets the best care at school.

Our free resources are designed to help you and your child’s school
work together to give the best care. From practical information packs to
help with planning successful school trips and exams, we’re
here for you every step of the way.

With Type 1 diabetes, there are some extra things to think about to make

We all want our children to have a great time at school.

Helping your child get the
best care at school

Make the grade in refreshed brand

there, and it’s often difficult to know what’s right
and what’s not. This guide will help you learn
more about diabetes and what you need to
do to keep your child well.

Diabetes shouldn’t stop your
child from getting a job. The only
job with a blanket ban for people
with diabetes is the armed
forces. Other jobs might have
legitimate safety requirements
that exclude people with Type 1.
These decisions should be
based on individual assessment.

Myth: “Having diabetes
means you can’t do
certain jobs”

Myth: “People with
diabetes can’t play sport”

That’s rubbish. It’s good for
your child to be active –
physical activity and exercise
have lots of health benefits
and reduce the risk of
diabetes complications.
For more on exercise,
go to page 51.

Yes, your child can drive when
they’re older. So long as they
have control of their blood sugar
levels, it’s as safe for them as
it is for anyone else out there.

That’s not true. But your child’s
health will be benefit with a
balanced diet that’s low in
saturated fat, salt and sugar.
See page 43 for more on
healthy eating.

diabetic
er be
labelled
gh in fat and
ommend
ct blood
also
ve your
ch.
gain,

Myth: “It’s not safe to drive
if you have diabetes”

Myth: “People with diabetes
can’t have sugar”

diabetes
’ foods”

of the most common myths about diabetes

fferent things about diabetes
e. And, knowing the facts
portant when it comes to
so much information out

g the record straight
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Your family
Coping with diagnosis

In this chapter

Wellbeing

common in most families, and
can cause upset with other
g, it’s natural to focus on the
regular hospital visits and
s with diabetes has a longeramily.

ther children’s needs when
e news that one child has
o be affected by their brother
ey may feel that he or she
ent. They may also worry
really sick. And, they’ll
betes, too.

ave strong feelings about
react differently. But,
of support available.
r help.

s will have affected the
important that everyone
ially other children –
support they need.

amily

• Making sure both of you learn about managing
your child’s diabetes from your paediatric diabetes
team. Second-hand information can be confusing.

• How you’ll involve new partners.

• How you let each other know about changes in
your child’s treatment or routine. Make sure you
always keep each other updated.

Think about:

If you’re separated from the mother or father of your
child, it can make things a bit more difficult if your child
goes from one home to another. You’ll have to work
together to make sure your child’s diabetes is well
managed, whoever they’re staying with.

Separated parents

• Try not to put family life on hold.

• If you feel it’s appropriate, get siblings involved
with diabetes management so that they
feel part of it.

• Try to give them the same amount of attention.

• Be clear about what you expect from each
of them.

• Try to listen to both sides. Be sensitive to claims
that ‘it’s not fair’.

Brothers and sisters will always scrap. But there’s
a lot you can do to calm them down:

• Think about the future. Type 1 diabetes is with
your family from now on, so how best can your
wider family help you? If your child used to stay
over with relatives, then it’s important they still
do. If the grandparent, or whoever it is, is worried
about looking after them now, try involving them
in your child’s care. You can bring them to clinic
appointments if that helps them understand what’s
needed now. Most of all, be honest. Tell them how
you feel. Ask them to help you keep your child’s
life as normal as possible.

• Ask for help if you need it. Whether that’s looking
after your other children, doing some shopping
or walking the dog, people generally want to
help but need to be told what to do.

• Keep one person up to date. If lots of people
want to know what’s going on, one person
can then update them. Group texts, emails
and using Whatsapp are a good idea.

Some of the following are worth thinking about:

Grandparents, aunts, uncles and close friends have
probably also been very upset and worried about your
child’s diagnosis. They may be asking for updates and
wanting to help. Or, they may go the other way and
leave you alone to concentrate on your child and
what you need to learn. Either way, it’ll feel wrong
to you sometimes.

Wider family

• Involving siblings in your child’s care. But be careful
not to give them too much responsibility.

• Who can babysit when you need time off?

• Who can support you when you’re struggling
emotionally?

• Who can help you in an emergency?

• Who can you call if you need help?

Think about:

It can feel extremely tough if you’re a lone parent.
It may feel like you’re having to deal with all of this
on your own.

Need to know

Talk to your diabetes team or c
Helpline on 0345 123 2399*. If

If one family member has Type
risk of another family member
many people with Type 1 diabe
history of it at all – nor does an
develop it. It’s natural to worry t
will develop it, but try not to let t

Type 1 diabetes is caused by a
genetic and environmental fact

Will my other children get di

Some questions

• Be honest with your wider
know how they can help y

• Look after yourself. You’ll
position to look after your

• If you’re worried that diab
your family, get help.

• Take a few minutes to think
member of your family is d
child’s diabetes.

Need to know

• Join a Diabetes UK group.
org.uk/pg-groups for mor

• Connect with other parents
diabetes. Go to the Diabete
(/diabetesuk), or the Diabe
at www.diabetes.org.uk/

• Contact Diabetes UK Helpli
counsellors. Call: 0345 123
9am–6pm), or email helplin
or helplinescotland@diab

• Speak to your diabetes tea

If you’re struggling:

ype 1 diabetes can seem like
there’s a time to mourn. Your
ing for the more carefree life
s. This is natural and it’s part

to make little of their difficulties.
ion it, ignore it or play it down.
nt way of dealing with it, and
better than others. But it’s
e on them. Your child could
well, but be hiding their true
cause difficulties later.

nows exactly what they’ve
ey feel. They may not have
They may blame themselves,
punishment. Let them talk
talk about their worries now,
up. If they don’t talk now, it
a later date, maybe in their

mily – copes differently,
copy the way that you
a child to deal with it quickly
acknowledge that their life
talk about it with you.

s of childhood, Type 1
away. When your child realises
pset and frightened. They’ll
ld turn back time and go
were.

d frightening blur at the
ill probably remember feeling ill,
hospital and then waking up
y worried family and medical
p from a nightmare, only

oung person reacts

Diagnosis is a huge shock. One moment your son or
daughter is well, the next they have an unquenchable
thirst and are running to the loo every few minutes.
Or, your baby suddenly drenches their nappies.
Then, just as suddenly, they are really ill.

How parents react

If you want to talk through any concerns or get more
information on any aspect of diabetes, call Diabetes
UK Helpline on 0345 123 2399* (Monday–Friday,
9am–6pm). If you’re in Scotland, call 0141 212 8710.

Type 1 diabetes shouldn’t stop your child doing
anything their friends do. But, it’s better to
acknowledge the difficulties as they come up,
rather than pretending everything’s OK.

Young children need lots of love, comfort, cuddles
and calm handling. If your child has been diagnosed
very young, be aware that problems may crop up
later. It’s sometimes when school starts that they really
become aware that they’re different to other kids.

Many children (especially older children) don’t like
talking about it. It’s the same for many adults. It may
be easier for them to talk to someone outside their
immediate family – like a grandparent or good friend.
It can also help an older child to keep a daily journal,
to say how the day was – what was good and what
was hard.

One way to help your child is to let them talk openly
to someone who’ll listen and understand. Having
Type 1 diabetes can feel lonely, so having the
support of family and friends can be a great
source of strength.

It’s good to talk

of recovery. How long it takes is different for everyone
and depends on how much support – both physical
and emotional – is available. Allow children to grieve
in their own way. Don’t hurry them.

g with diagnosis

Diabetes can bring with it a great sense of loss. Allow

There’s no easy way to deal with all of this. Trust your
own knowledge of your child. You don’t know much
about diabetes yet, but you do know your child.

Trust yourself

At the same time, you try and stay calm for you child.
They’re frightened and distressed, whatever their age.
It’s also very upsetting for you to hear them saying
things like, “I don’t want any more needles” or even,
“am I going to die?”.

You rush them to the doctor only to find out they
need an ambulance, or need to go straight to A&E.
It all happens so fast and it’s very frightening for you
all. And then hearing the diagnosis that ‘it’s diabetes’
will in itself have been a bombshell. It’s probably also
something you know very little about.

As a parent, you need to mana
confusion and distress. So, it’s
the difficult things, take a deep
to cope. It means getting prop
yourself. If you get support, yo

Don’t ignore your feelings

It can help to separate the imm
practical demands of managin
emotional acceptance of the c
side will take longer, and it’s im
for you and your child feeling di
different times, too. You’ll expre
different ways, just as you’ll co

to acknowledge fear, anger an
hurry it, even if you think you s
positive all the time – it’s not so
choose to do.

f. You’re doing your best.

as being like a difficult or
who you care for all the
they drive you around the
they’re easier and
t cope with them

at it’s hard. In fact, it’s
ut also know that you
lp if you need it.

n may want to think

g with diabetes

ve support from family and
still have the support of
specialist nurse (PDSN) and
abetes UK. If you’d like to talk
DSN may be able to help; or
one of our Diabetes UK Type
roughout the year, across the
hildren, teenagers, adults and
tes. Go to www.diabetes.
for further information.
all our Helpline on
ay–Friday, 9am–6pm).
ll 0141 212 8710.

• #Type1uncut. Factsheets and videos.

• www.diabetes.org.uk/pg-type1uncut

Young adults (16–30):

• Fun stuff. Share pictures and stories
of life with diabetes.

• Email for confidential help and advice.

• Problem page. Information on teenage
issues.

• www.diabetes.org.uk/pg-teens-info

Teenagers

• My Life. A magazine for primary
school children.

• Fun stuff. With pictures and stories.

• Fed up? With suggestions on how to beat
bullies.

• Ask Libby. Where children can email
questions and problems to a PDSN.

• Problem page. Has answers to a wide
range of questions, from bruising to bullying.

• www.diabetes.org.uk/pg-my-life

Children:

We have lots of information for children
of all ages with diabetes.

For more information call 0345 123 2399*
or email eventsteam@diabetes.org.uk

Book now at diabetes.org.uk/type-1-events

See your child grow in confidence as they learn more ab
with Type 1 while having an experience they’ll never forge

Our adventure and activity events are all about having fun
friends and giving new things a go.

Type 1 diabetes shouldn’t hold any c
Our Type 1 Events make sure it doesn’t.

e
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Blood sugar testing
Tests for long-term management
Understanding complications

In this chapter

Testing

s team will give you a blood
your child’s blood sugar
o choose from, so they’ll
ose. The meter comes
vice, a small supply
check your child’s blood.

ting

els may be hard at times –
lly if your child is very young.
make it as painless and
ible.

en to test for ketones, too

your child’s diabetes, you’ll
lood sugar levels regularly.
-day health. Checking
d doing something about
void highs and lows.
od sugar levels also
s-related problems

• There are now other prickers that take blood
from other parts of the body – like the base of the
thumb or arm. Speak to your diabetes team about
whether these types of prickers are suitable for
your child.

• Prick the side, rather than the tip, of your child’s
finger. It hurts less here. Don’t prick too near the
nail, and don’t prick the index finger or thumb.

• Wash your child’s hands.

How to test

Blood sugar levels are measured in millimoles per
litre. This is written as mmol/l. Many things affect
levels – food, exercise, stress and even growth spurts.
Sometimes you’ll know why the levels have gone
up or down, but at other times there’s no reason.
Don’t blame yourself. It’s something that happens to
everyone. But talk to your diabetes team if it keeps
happening and it’s worrying you.

You may worry about doing the tests. When you prick
your child’s finger, it can hurt them at first and take a
bit of getting used to. Then, you might worry about
what the levels will be and if they’ll be at their target
level. If they’re not on target, this can be frustrating
and even scary.

The finger-pricking device takes a drop of blood from
the finger, and the strips are what you put the drop of
blood on to for the result. Your diabetes team
will tell you how to get more free supplies of these
on prescription.

sugar testing

Because they can’t tell you how they feel (apart from
crying), you’ll need to check your baby’s levels more
often. Again, your diabetes team will advise you on
when to test.

With babies, you prick their heels rather than their
fingers. Your diabetes team will show you how.

Checking your baby’s sugar level

Your diabetes team may also ask you to check
at other times too or instead (like during the night).
This is to get an overall view of your child’s diabetes
management. When your child is newly diagnosed,
it’s particularly important to check often. It helps
get a picture of what’s happening with their blood
sugar levels.

• any time they feel their blood sugar levels could
be high or low.

• if they feel or you notice any hypo warning
signs (see page 32)

• before and after physical activity – sometimes
during, too (see page 51)

• if they feel unwell (see page 56)

• before bed

• before a main meal

A blood check gives you an instant reading of
how much sugar is in your child’s blood. It’s
recommended to check:

When to test

• Depending on the type of meter, you may need
to calibrate it when you first use a new packet
of test strips. Talk to your diabetes team about
how to do this.

• Make a note of the results. This will help you
and your diabetes team see the pattern of your
child’s blood sugar levels.

• Put a drop of blood on to the strip.

But your diabetes team may gi
targets. You won’t get these ta
but aiming for them will help yo
good control of their diabetes.

• 5–9mmol/l two hours after

• 4–7mmol/l before meals an
of the day

• 4–7mmol/l on waking up

The general target ranges are:

Blood sugar targets

It can be difficult getting a drop
toddler. Try your best to get the
Explain what you’re doing – tha
may hurt a bit, it’ll be over very
to, encourage them to help or
a teddy bear that you – or they
on at the same time.

Testing your toddler

• Get free supplies on prescription. Check
how you do this with your diabetes team.

4 Ask your child to hold their hand down
towards the ground to make more blood
flow to the fingers.

k/fundraising-events

llenge and help us create a
etes can do no harm.

• When your child is ill.

• When your child is first diagnosed. Some children
are only diagnosed when they become ill with DKA.

These are the times DKA can develop:

Diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA)

You must check for ketones if your child’s blood sugar
level is high – your diabetes team will tell you at what
level. And, you need to test for ketones whenever
your child is ill. Most children will test for ketones in
the same way as checking blood sugar levels.

Ketones are poisonous chemicals that can develop if
there isn’t enough insulin in the body to convert blood
sugar into energy. If they develop and aren’t treated,
they can make the body acidic. It’s called diabetic
ketoacidosis (DKA).

Testing for ketones

It’s really important. It helps you and your diabetes
team see how well your child’s diabetes control is
working. It also helps you and your child work out
how much insulin is needed. It doesn’t matter how
you do it (in a book or electronically), but it’s important
for getting good diabetes management.

How important is it to keep a record of results?

Some questions

• Check with the team about the best time of
day to test, and if you need to test at night.

3 Don’t finger-prick the middle of a finger or
too close to a nail as that will really hurt.

5 Make sure your child’s hands are warm.
Cold hands make it hard to draw blood,
so finger-pricking will hurt more.

• Ask what to do about high or low results, and
know the signs of DKA (see right)..

2 Avoid pricking the thumb or index finger. Use
a different part of a different finger each time.

nt to raise money for
have the ideal event for you.

n. Swim.
mp.

:

times of the day:

• Ask your diabetes team what blood sugar
targets your child should aim for.

Need to know

1 Make sure both you and your child’s hands
are clean. Use water not baby wipes. They
contain glycerine that can change the result.

If you don’t treat it, DKA c
seriously ill and they’ll ne
for a drip and an insulin in
important to know the sig
straight away if you’re wo

If your child has high bloo
and any signs of DKA, co
team immediately. If you s
early, you can give your c
and lots of fluids, which c
getting more severe. Your
can tell you what to do.

• a fruity smell on the br
pear drops or nail polis

• rapid breathing

• nausea/vomiting

• abdominal/stomach pa

• ketones in the blood or

Watch out for the followin

Signs of DKA

It takes time for DKA to develo
high blood sugar levels you ge
sort it out. But it can sometime
– particularly in young children

• If your child hasn’t taken the

the neck just below the
es hormones to help regulate
(the chemical reactions that
cells to convert food into
ons can develop when the
hyroid – which is similar
ncreas in Type 1 diabetes.
lems are more common
iabetes.

d to other autoimmune
roblems and coeliac
will also be checked

l for children is generally
ts are individual, so you
t figure.

diabetes management – over
s usually done either at the
ld’s appointment. It’s measured
mol/mol).

betes management and look
ese tests should be done at
re to make sure your child
sible.

lood sugar levels, your
tests with their paediatric
because diabetes carries a
ations later on in adult life.

In coeliac disease, the body reacts to gluten (a protein
found in wheat, barley and rye), which damages
the gut lining and affects how food is absorbed.
Symptoms include stomach ache, diarrhoea,
constipation, anaemia, poor growth and unexplained
hypos. But, sometimes, there are no symptoms.

Coeliac disease

Both types of thyroid problem can be treated,
but there’s no cure.

But, there are often no symptoms of a thyroid
problem. So, your child needs to be checked
when they’re first diagnosed with diabetes,
and then every year after that.

• diarrhoea.

• feeling warm all the time

• weight loss

Symptoms include:

When the body produces too many thyroid hormones.

Hyperthyroidism

• more frequent hypos.

• constipation

• feeling cold all the time

• tiredness

Symptoms include:

When the body doesn’t produce enough thyroid
hormones.

Hypothyroidism

There are two types of thyroid disorder:

for long-term
gement

“When Bia was diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes at
the age of 5, we were devastated. We had no idea

Andrew looks back at Bia’s diagnosis,
and how far they’ve come since

Meet Andrew & Bia

For more information go to: www.coeliac.org.uk

Don’t start your child on a gluten-free diet if you
suspect they have coeliac disease. You must wait until
you have a definite diagnosis. Following a gluten-free
diet before a test for coeliac disease could give
an inaccurate result.

The only treatment for coeliac disease is a
permanent gluten-free diet. You and your child will
need to see a dietitian who can advise on both
diabetes and coeliac disease.

if they start to show any symptoms. Some hospitals
check more regularly with a blood test once a year.
If the test is positive, diagnosis is confirmed with
a gut biopsy under general anaesthetic.

We want to show that this jugg
unwelcome into people’s lives
a force for good. Type 1 diabet
everything has to change. Six y
being able to give people whos
turned upside down by this dia
makes any achy legs more tha

Bia is now 11, and is incredibly
– like all children growing up wi
we decided to cycle 54 miles fr
Brighton together with a local b
few training rides building up to
was a microcosm of living with
blood sugar all day while exerci
for the snacks, ups and downs
being reflected in the hills, stru
but never giving up. I was so pr
It took all day but she made it.

what Type 1 diabetes was, or
I managed to hold it together u
morning. One of the cleaning la
asked me about Bia. I said that
be able to remember a life with
then burst into tears. In true Bri
she brought me a cup of tea.

• If you know your child has
tell your diabetes team. It
accuracy of the test.

• Check with them how oft
the test will take place.

• Ask your diabetes team w
is for your child’s HbA1c.

Need to know

hild has a test for coeliac
ey show any symptoms,
tes team.

thyroid check then
r.

as had their thyroid
ted. If they haven’t,
team.

Need to know

bout diabetes complications
at www.diabetes.org.uk/

your child to follow a healthy
ey have the best start in life.
ot they have diabetes. Doing
eir diabetes well is part of
the best start in life, too.

should panic or feel guilty if
r levels aren’t always perfect.
the time. Having high blood
riods of time doesn’t lead
.

at long-term complications
eople who keep their blood
target as possible.

es puts your child at risk
ations, like heart disease,
ys, eyes or nerves. It’s
at you’ll worry about this.

• www.diabetes.org.uk/pg-teens-coeliac

Teenagers:

• www.diabetes.org.uk/pg-kids-coeliac

• www.diabetes.org.uk/pg-glucose

Children:

Support for your child

rstanding
lications
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Using insulin
Continuous glucose monitoring
Flash Glucose Monitoring

In this chapter

Treatment

ot a pen injector. They’re fairly
a whole range to suit different
ulin needs to be injected under
scle or vein. Once injected,
stream where it starts to
ike the injections at first and
urt a bit – as they’ll be tense
sier and less painful as their

ave been shown how to
nding on your child’s age
have been shown this too.
s team will also have worked
of insulin is best for your
t.

ctions

ing of meals, and the amount
can be flexible. It also means
the amount of insulin to match
ts (see page 45).

ng insulin (bolus insulin) before
a long-lasting insulin (basal
es twice a day.

need to inject insulin four (or
is sometimes called basal
daily injections (MDI).

s

thetic type of insulin.
ed to be almost identical

insulin have been created.
l hormone which is no
our child’s pancreas.

r your child’s treatment.

insulin
• arms.

• thighs

8 Dispose of the needle safely.

7 Release the lifted skin fold (if using this method).

6 Inject the needle and count to 10 before removing it.

5 Put the needle in.

4 If you’ve been advised to, lift a fold of skin and
insert the needle at a 90 degree angle. Make
sure to lift rather than pinch the skin. This helps
get the insulin into the right place. You don’t
need to do this with some short needles, so
check with your diabetes team if you’re unsure.

3 Choose an area on your child that has lots of fatty
tissue – like the top of the thighs or bottom.

2 Eject a tiny amount of insulin in the air (called an air
shot). This makes sure the needle is filled with insulin.

1 Make sure your hands and the area you’re injecting
are clean.

How to inject

It’s also important that you don’t use the same spot
within a site. By rotating injection sites and spots, you
can help stop lumps appearing. Any lumps that do
come up will slowly disappear in time.

It’s vital your child rotates or changes injection sites. If
you keep using the same site, small lumps can build
up under the skin. They make it harder for your child’s
body to take in and use the insulin properly. They also
don’t look or feel very nice.

Injecting the arm isn’t right for everyone though, so
your team will advise on what’s best for your child.

• bottom

• stomach

There are four main sites:

Where to inject

4 Keep an eye on their injection technique
as they won’t always do them perfectly.

3 If they start doing injections themselves, they
still may not want to do them all the time,
which is fair enough. So, be prepared to
step in if and when they want you to.

2 If they want to take responsibility and do
them themselves, then don’t stop them.

1 Don’t make your child do them until they’re
ready to.

Tips for helping your child
with injections

Yes it does. Clear insulin goes cloudy. Cloudy
insulin sometimes goes lumpy and sticks to the
container. Always check the expiry date and
never use it past this date.

Does insulin go off?

That’s because it’s a protein and would be destroyed
by the acids in the stomach. It has to be injected just
under the skin so that it can be absorbed easily.

Why can’t insulin be taken as a tablet?

Some questions

Go to www.diabetes.org.uk/
for more on Diabetes UK Type
teenagers, adults and their fam

It can really help a child to gain
injections if they’re around othe
diabetes. It’s well worth thinkin
to events run by your child’s cli
Medical staff are always on han
other children injecting.

There’s no right age for your ch
do their own injections. Some
it straightaway, and others wan
injections before doing it thems
make the decision in their own
ready, you can gently guide the

Taking responsibility

Avoid injecting into an area whi
immediately use for activity. Th
the insulin act more quickly an
likely (see page 32). For exampl
before football – inject somewh

Insulin absorption

• Transport insulin in a cool

• Keep an eye on the expiry
go past this date.

• Don’t let insulin freeze.

• Don’t let insulin get too ho
it near a radiator, in direct
to electrical devices.

• Keep the insulin you’re usi
temperature (under 25ºC).
it more comfortable to inje

• Store insulin that’s not in
at 2-8ºC.

Need to know

urt when the needle enters the
sh the needle through quickly.
an ice cube against the skin for

tions hurt less?

t to let your child express their
n’t let it go on for too long. Ask
advice, as they can suggest
e information that’s just for
ple. Go to www.diabetes.

ason with a young child, but
tand that there’s no choice
you can give a choice in other
the injection site and spot, who
ssible) and where they sit. You
choose a book or cartoon to
he injection. They may even
ction, like pushing the plunger.

n my 6 year old

s

r baby still, hold them
and inject into their bottom.
you’ll have to rotate injection
is all the time.

ecting your baby for the first
do it, the easier it gets. Your
you how. Some insulin pens
n be helpful when injecting
your baby may be given an
.

The pump delivers a varied dose of rapid-acting
insulin throughout the day and night. The rate is
pre-set to your child’s needs (known as the
basal rate). When your child has something
to eat, you or they can give extra insulin
(known as a bolus dose) by pressing a
combination of buttons. Your child’s
Paediatric Diabetes Specialist Nurse
(PDSN) or dietitian will teach you both
how to work out the carbohydrate in
meals and snacks, so you can give the
right bolus dose (see page 45). A bolus
dose can also be given if your child’s

An insulin pump is about the size of a small mobile
phone (not smartphone) and delivers a steady flow of
rapid-acting insulin around the clock. It has a reservoir,
which usually holds about two to three days’ supply
of insulin. The insulin is generally delivered through an
infusion set. This is a very fine tube that runs from the
pump to a cannula (a thin and flexible plastic tube),
which goes under the skin. Patch pumps that sit
directly on the skin are also available. The cannula of
a patch pump can usually be left in for two to three
days before it needs to be repositioned and replaced.
Your diabetes team will show you how to do this.
The pump is battery powered and will tell you
when the power is low.

Some children use an insulin pump rather than have
injections.

Insulin pumps

• For resources to help you talk about
diabetes with your child, go to
www.diabetes.org.uk/pg-shop

• If your child isn’t rotating the site or spot,
make a progress/reward chart.

• If you’re unsure about your – or your child’s
– injection technique, ask your diabetes
team for help.

Need to know

CGM doesn’t actually measure blood sugar levels,
but the amount of glucose in the fluid surrounding

The sensor is usually worn for seven days before
you need to replace it. You reattach the transmitter
to the new one.

A CGM comes with software to analyse results,
so you can see patterns in blood sugar levels.

• A display device showing your child’s blood
sugar levels. Either a separate handheld device
(standalone CGM) or a pump (integrated system).

• A transmitter attached to the sensor that sends the
blood sugar levels to a display device.

• A sensor that sits just under your child’s skin.

• Shows trends when levels a

• Shows you levels at times y
test and when your child is

• Tracks blood sugar levels all
and night.

The pros

Pros and cons of a

3 NICE recommends that if
sugar levels despite adjus
having a lot of support fro
nurse, a CGM for a short

2 As long as your clinic has
out like this, you don’t ne
funding. But there could b

• Retrospective: You can’t check in real time, but
you can download results and look back at them.
It has three parts:

1 Speak to your healthcare
they think it’s worthwhile f

You might find it useful to us
or two. You can then look at
doctor or nurse to see if you
changes to their treatment.

Tips for getting the

The CGM is calibrated by chec
finger-prick blood sugar levels

fluid’). This lags behind blood s
It’s longest if blood sugar levels
(eg after eating or exercising). S
will still need to do a finger-pric
need more insulin, or treat a hy

• Real time: Checks blood sugar levels at any time.
You can download them as well.

There are two types:

It shows trends in your child’s blood sugar levels and
alerts you to highs and lows. As it measures every
few minutes, it can make a graph to show your child’s
blood sugar levels over time.

CGM

Speak to your diabetes team for advice on whether
either a CGM or a Flash Glucose Monitor would be
helpful for your child.

Using either CGM or a Flash monitor means your child
wears a small sensor that sits just under their skin 24
hours a day, for a set period of time until it’s replaced.

Both CGM and Flash Glucose Monitoring can give
your child a reading of their blood sugar levels –
showing trends – without pricking their finger. This
can be helpful in establishing good control of blood
sugar levels.

monitoring (CGM) and
Flash Glucose Monitoring

can’t set an alarm for high
ls, so it won’t alert you

lash Glucose Monitoring are
, and they can help improve

lly not your child’s blood sugar
he amount of glucose in the
lls (known as interstitial fluid).

se the results and see patterns
s.

sensor worn just under your
s blood sugar readings
so a reader that you use to
ver you – or your child –
ill show your child’s blood
er they’re going up or down.

ne type available

onitoring

People have had to buy the monitor and sensors
but, from November 2017, Flash Glucose Monitoring
(also called Flash GM) will be available on the NHS,
depending on local policies. This is thanks to our
campaign and the support of people with diabetes.
Find out more, and help to make sure it’s available

How can I get Flash Glucose Monitoring?

You can buy one, but they’re expensive – around
£1,000 for a standalone system, or £500 if you already
have a pump. Sensors are about £60 each. Speak
to your healthcare team to see if your child is eligible
under NICE criteria.

• children who have other health problems
or are taking other medication that might
upset their blood sugar levels.

• children who do a lot of physical activity
(eg at regional, national or international level)

• very young children

And, NICE recommend that CGM is considered for:

• can’t recognise or tell anyone they’re going
hypo because they’re too young, have learning
difficulties or similar.

• have hypo unawareness that leads to adverse
consequences like seizures or anxiety

• have frequent severe hypos

If you want a CGM long-term, it’ll need funding.
They’re available on the NHS but not for everyone.
The NICE guidelines recommend that CGM is offered
to children and young people who:

like wearing the sensor.

ble to) need to be motivated

How can I get a CGM?

Some questions

• You don’t need to calibrate a Flash
Glucose Monitor.

• You need to calibrate a CGM by checking
your child’s blood sugar levels, generally
twice a day.

Need to know

ome finger-prick checks.

d confuse or worry you

high/low levels.

os as you see a downward
ns.

ur HbA1c as you can tailor
ose more carefully.
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Low and high blood sugar levels
Treating a hypo
Treating a hyper

In this chapter

Hypos &
hypers

too low is usually below
out diabetes, low blood sugar
o stop making insulin and
to get levels back to normal.
es, the injected insulin can’t
eep working even when
r levels are too low.
less you take action.

ia (or hypo) when blood
d, it’s hyperglycaemia
too high.

alancing your child’s
ometimes they’ll go too
too low. But if you both
toms are, you can
to put it right.

You must treat a hypo as soon you recognise the
symptoms – or if a test shows their blood sugar
levels are too low. Act quickly before the hypo
becomes more severe (see page 33).

• is more active than normal.

• doesn’t have enough carbohydrate

• misses or delays a meal or snack

• takes too much insulin

It’s not always obvious why hypos happen,
but they’re more likely if your child:

Why they happen

• feeling hungry or sick.

• confusion

• lack of concentration

• blurred vision

• drowsiness

• palpitations and a fast pulse

Your diabetes team should give you an injection
called glucagon to use if your child has a severe hypo.
It comes as a kit, which includes a syringe of sterile
water and a vial of powdered glucagon. You dissolve
the powder in the water and inject all (or some of it)
usually into your child’s leg. Your diabetes team will
tell you much to inject and show you how to do it.

Glucagon injection

• As well as checking with your PDSN or dietitian
how much food or drink your child needs to treat
a hypo, you should also check the label of your
chosen food/fluid regularly to make sure the
amount of carbohydrate in it hasn’t changed.
Sometimes manufacturers change the amount of
carbohydrate or sugar in a product, which might
mean your child needs more than they used to.

• Some children need a longer-acting carbohydrate
as well. This could be fruit, biscuits, a small
sandwich or their next meal, if that’s due. It helps
to stop their blood sugar levels from dropping
again. Ask your diabetes team if your child needs
this kind of follow-up snack.

• Check their blood sugar levels in another 10–15
minutes to see if they’re back on target. If not,
give them more sugary food or drink.

• becoming anxious or irritable

• becoming pale

• Sit them down until they feel better.

• Give them something sugary to eat or drink.
It could be a glucose tablet, sweets like jelly
babies or a non-diet drink. This quick-acting
carbohydrate will quickly raise their blood sugar
levels. How much you need varies from child
to child. Don’t give them chocolate. The high
fat content slows down how quickly the
sugar is absorbed.

• If you have time, check their blood sugar levels.
If not, get them to eat first and check them later.

• Get your child to stop what they’re doing. Ignoring
a hypo will make it worse.

• feeling hot or having cold sweats

• trembling and dizziness

They’re a bit different for everyone, but
the most common symptoms are:

Symptoms

nd high blood
levels

But, remember, you can’t antici
Children’s lives are often unpre
fine. You’ll develop a sense of t
that could affect your child’s bl
– and you’ll become expert at

There’s lots you can do to help
sugar levels on target. That incl
levels regularly. You should also
if they’re not eating as well as y
doing a lot of physical activity,
unwell. Keep an eye out for an
daily routine that could affect bl

You may have heard that sever
your child’s intellectual develop
medical evidence to support thi
to support a similar effect from
reassured that if there’s any eff
intellectual development from h
very small. So try not to worry

Parents worry that their child m
This is extremely unlikely. Night
common in children. They ofte
and wake up with few or no ill
snack or a change in insulin do
needed to stop night-time hyp
to your diabetes team about thi

Avoiding severe hypos

The best way to find out if your
at night is to do a blood test du
your diabetes team what’s the
on the type of insulin your child
take it. If the test shows that yo
hypos, your diabetes team ma
their insulin dose.

Blood sugars sometimes go lo
your child stays asleep during
sugar levels could go lower still
severe. If this still doesn’t wake
may be very tired when they ge
They might have a headache.
have any symptoms.

lt. All children with Type 1
os. They’re impossible to
life with diabetes, so neither
feel guilty or like you’re failing.

my fault?

y avoidable, but learning what
ild will make you both better

to keep their blood sugar
tart to feel thirsty, go to the
. They could also develop
f DKA (see page 21).
ugar levels can also lead to
e 24) and damage your child’s

child’s blood sugar levels

y’re not recognising their
help your child get these back
ugar levels a little higher for
r so, your child will probably
em more easily again. But you
tes team before you try this.

having regular hypos
signs?

rd to recognise a hypo in a
nly signs are when they look
uiet. If you see these signs –
you – check their sugar level.
dietitian to talk about your
s to reduce the risk of hypos.

gnise a hypo at first. If you’re
gar level. If the result is low
ypo and needs to be treated.
spot your child’s warning
though, so if you’ve any
od sugar levels could be
eck.

hild is having a hypo?

• has an infection.

• is stressed

• overtreated a hypo

• has eaten too much sugary or starchy food

• didn’t take enough insulin

• missed an insulin dose

Hypers happen when your child’s blood sugar levels
are too high. It could be because your child:

Hypers

• Get a diabetes identity wristband for your child.
Go to shop.diabetes.org.uk/go/wristbands

• Speak to your diabetes team if you’re worried
about doing glucagon injections.

• If your child has a severe hypo – or regularly
has mild hypos – speak to your diabetes team.

• Check with your diabetes team if your child
also needs a follow-on snack of slower-acting
carbohydrate.

• Keep an eye on the product you use to
treat your child’s hypos as the sugar or
carbohydrate content might change.

• Ask your diabetes team how much fast-acting
carbohydrate your child needs to treat a hypo.
As they get older, they’ll need more.

• Make sure everyone who looks after your child
knows how to spot and treat a hypo.

Need to know

• If your child has ketones and is unwell – particularly
if they’re vomiting – contact your diabetes team
immediately.

• Make sure your child drinks plenty of sugar-free
fluids.

• If your child uses a pump, you may need to
change their set. Your diabetes team will give you
specific advice on managing high blood sugar
levels in children with pumps.

• Even without ketones, if blood sugar levels are
high, your child may need to have extra insulin.
Speak to your diabetes team about when this
might be needed, and how much insulin to take.

• If there are ketones, it’s likely your child doesn’t
have enough insulin in their body. So, you need
to increase their normal dose or give them an
extra dose. Talk to your diabetes team about
how to do this.

• Check your child’s blood for ketones (see page
21). Your diabetes team will explain when you
need to do this.

If your child’s blood sugar levels are high for just a
short time, you may not need to treat it. But, if your
child uses a pump, you need to correct a high level
straight away.

Need to know

• If your child uses a pump,
written advice from your d
how to manage high bloo

• Ask your diabetes team h
insulin your child should t
sugar is high.

• Ask your diabetes team w
check for ketones.

• Make sure everyone who l
knows about hypers and

Need to know

• www.diabetes.org.uk/p

• www.diabetes.org.uk/p

• irritable behaviour.
Treating a hyper

Teenagers:

• www.diabetes.org.uk/p

• www.diabetes.org.uk/p

Children:

Support for your c

develop diabetic ketoacidosis (

• difficulty concentrating

• blurred eyesight

As well as these signs, your child may also have:

• losing weight

• feeling very tired

• feeling very thirsty

• weeing more often

They’re the same signs your child had before they
were diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes:
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Your child’s care
Type 1 Essentials

In this chapter

Care

They’ll help with food choices.

They’re usually your first point of contact.

Name and
contact details:

When do
I see them?

You and your child live with diabetes every day, so it’s
vital you’re involved in all decisions about their care.
You’ll probably see your team fairly often in the first
months after diagnosis, especially your PDSN. The
team will teach you (and your child, if appropriate)
everything you need to know about diabetes.
This may be just with you and your child, or as part
of a group. You’ll also get a phone number, so you
can get in touch between appointments or if you
have any problems out of normal hours.

They’ll have overall responsibility for your
child’s care. Your child will still see their GP
for things unrelated to diabetes, but anything
related to diabetes will usually be handed over
to the paediatrician.

hat do they do?

team

plain what Type 1 diabetes
They’ll then give all of
u need. That includes

diabetes team

professionals works with
our child’s diabetes, called
team. They’re your lifeline:
our child’s side, every

hild’s care

Need to know

• Check that your child is getting all the tests
and results they should be.

• Check you have the out-of-hours contact
details for your diabetes team.

Need to know

There are 10 essential health checks care and
help that your child should get now that they
have diabetes. They’re called Type 1 essentials.
See page 40 for more on this.

• A check of their feet

• A blood pressure check

• A digital photo of the back of their eyes
(their retinas)

• Blood and urine tests to check your child’s kidneys

And once a year from the age of 12:

• A blood test to check long-term diabetes
management (called an HbA1c – see p22).

• Injection sites – to check they’re not getting lumpy

• Height and weight

Your child should get these checks at every
clinic appointment:

The appointment should be with the full team. So, the
PDSN, the paediatrician, and the registered dietitian
who also specialises in children with diabetes.

At least four times a year, you’ll have an appointment
at the paediatric diabetes clinic. It’s probably part
of the children’s ward of a hospital or part of a
diabetes centre.

Try to deal with small niggles w
look carefully at what’s made y
discuss any ongoing problems w
of the surgery or clinic. If you’re
take your complaint further. Th
doing this, depending on wher

I’m not happy with my child’
What can I do?

Sometimes there may be som
appointment, like a medical stu
or your child, then don’t be afraid

Most clinics do their best to ma
comfortable. But it may help to
to keep them busy or give the
favourite meal or movie before
diabetes team for help if your c

My child hates the clinic an
tests when we go there. Wh

Don’t be embarrassed. Your d
asking lots of questions and it’s
about anything that’s worrying
list of questions before you go
understand the answers before
on. You can also write things d
so that you don’t forget. Make
what any test results mean. Ne
the doctor – or anyone in your
explain something again if you

I sometimes don’t understa
is saying. I’m too embarrass
to repeat things. What can I

Some questions

• www.diabetes.org.uk/p

Teenagers:

• www.diabetes.org.uk/p

Children:

eir weight, height and

k their diabetes management
our times a year.

s

elp you and your child
lings or worries.

rience in children’s diabetes
ith food choices.

ith experience in diabetes.

perience in children’s

e:

to help with feelings or worries.

healthily and keeping active.

hoices.

am should be able to give you:

pecialist team

gs you should expect from
care. It includes the care,
your child or family needs
ild’s condition is managed
ool and wider society.
• The chance to regularly see a dietitian who can
help you with food choices.
Your child may also be able to get Disability Living
Allowance. Go to www.diabetes.org.uk/pg-dla
to find out more.

• An opportunity to talk about emotions
or things you might be struggling with.

Children aged 12+ should have these tests
once a year:

As much as you can, you and your family should be
able to manage your child’s condition yourselves. To
do this, you should get expert advice, education and

4 Support so you can do it yourself

• Continuous blood glucose monitoring (CGM).

• Insulin pumps.

• Blood glucose and ketone meters, testing strips.

• Multiple daily injections, carbohydrate counting
and the most appropriate insulin.

You should be told about all the available treatments,
including new ones, and get the treatments that are
right for your child. These might be:

3 The right treatments

• Foot check.

• Blood pressure check.

• Digital photo of the back of their eyes (their retinas).

If your child has to go to hospital for any reason, you
should have contact with a children’s diabetes team.
You should also be allowed to carry on managing
diabetes yourselves if you can. This will help the

6 The right care when you
are in hospital

As part of diabetes healthcare, your team should offer
your child and family the chance to talk to a counsellor
– an expert in mental and emotional health, who’ll also
know about how diabetes can affect emotions and
feelings. You can talk to them about particular issues
and meet with them regularly, if you want.

Sometimes it may be difficult coping with everything
that goes with diabetes. It may be hard for your child,
for you, and for your whole family. You definitely won’t
be the first family to feel angry, confused or upset by
it all. Talk to your diabetes team who’ll be able to help.

5 Help with feelings and worries

• A key contact in your diabetes team.

• An opportunity to agree goals.

• Blood and urine tests to check kidneys.

• 24-hour access to help and advice.

• Advice on eating well and keeping active, so you
and your child know what needs to be done.

• Education so your child can learn how to manage
their condition.

• High-quality information that your child can
understand, in a way that works for them.

• Screening for other conditions linked to diabetes.
These include coeliac disease (when diabetes is
diagnosed) and thyroid disease (when diabetes
is diagnosed and then once a year).

1 Essentials

My advice to any family going
is to remember that your chil
wonderful, precious person t
were diagnosed with Type 1.
you, be defined by what at fir
overwhelming condition. It ta
but you do reach a ‘new nor

Since then, we’ve taken the v
not stand in the way of our d
We decide what we want to
how to handle the diabetes si
Yes, it means more planning
beforehand, but we are in co
not the other way around. Aft
we’ve been lucky enough to
holidays, including some with
long as you plan carefully, dia
to be an issue.

“Just after my daughter Cari
Type 1, we were planning our
wife and I had a lot of conver
diabetes. We finally decided t
the UK, where we knew the
and could speak the languag
letting diabetes drive what w

Simon and Cari learned to
not the other way around

Meet Simon &
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Healthy eating
Dealing with food issues

all the support they need to
should be able to take part
des: in the classroom, trips,

Food

In this chapter

If you’re still not happy, the next step is to make
a complaint. Go to www.diabetes.org.uk/
pg-advocacy-packs to find out more.

Speak to the people or the service involved. If it’s
a healthcare issue, talk to your doctor or nurse.
If it’s a school issue, talk to the teacher, the head
of year, head teacher or special educational needs
coordinator. If it’s a social activity, like a sports or youth
club, talk to the organiser or leader. Ask them for a
meeting and take a copy of the Type 1 essentials
along with you to help get your point across. You
can download a copy at www.diabetes.org.uk/pgtype-1-essentials

We’re not getting the right care. What can I do?

Some questions

Your child should be given the exact same
opportunities as everyone else. They shouldn’t
be treated differently because they have diabetes.
They should be able to join in with sports, activities,
clubs and groups. And, they should be able to
learn to drive and do most jobs.

10 Equal opportunities

• Keep plans up to date and make sure everyone
knows what’s happening.

• Work out who’ll make sure your child gets the
diabetes care they need at school.

hool

ed to fill in a national
ience Measure survey.
about the kind of
tes are getting.
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Foods with added sugars often have fewer nutrients.
Although they taste good, we all need to try and
reduce how many of these we eat.

Starchy carbs aren’t ‘bad’ even though they raise
blood sugar levels. They do a really important job:
providing your body with fuel for energy. Foods
containing natural sugars usually also contain
other useful ingredients.

Even carbs that don’t taste sweet will raise blood
sugar. That’s because the body digests them and
breaks them down into glucose (blood sugar).

Added sugars: sweets, chocolate, cakes,
biscuits, syrups and non-diet drinks.

Natural sugars: fruit and dairy products.

Starchy: bread, potatoes, chapatti, rice,
pasta, breakfast cereals, couscous, quinoa,
yams, cassava and parsnips.

It’s carbohydrates that make your child’s blood sugar
level go higher. And, there are different types:

• Even if you don’t weigh food every time, it’s
worth doing it again every six months or so,
as your child may eat bigger portions as
they grow.

• Digital scales are great for making sure portion
sizes are right. They’re also good for working
out your child’s actual portion size.

Tips for portion control

hy eating

Your diabetes team works out the amount of insulin
your child needs. It depends on their age, weight,
how active they are and how long they’ve had
diabetes. If you know how many grams (or portions)
of carbohydrate are in a meal, and how much insulin
they need per 10g of carbohydrate, then you can
work out the number of units of insulin for the meal.

Nutritional information labels on packaged food tell
you how much carbohydrate (in grams) is in 100g, or
in a portion. Use the ‘total carbohydrate’ figure when
matching insulin, not the ‘of which sugars’ value.

Carbohydrate is measured in grams, in carbohydrate
portions, or in exchanges. In the UK, each portion
or exchange is usually 10g of carbohydrate. In the
US and Australia, it’s usually 15g (so keep this in
mind if you find information on the internet from
the US/Australia).

Carbohydrate portions

Carb counting means more work at first. It takes
effort to work out or weigh foods to calculate the
carbohydrate, but it’ll get easier and quicker
as you get used to it.

It doesn’t mean total food freedom, though. That
wouldn’t be healthy for a child anyway. Giving insulin
for carbs doesn’t make their fat and calorie intake
disappear, so they still need to make healthy food
choices most of the time. But, it does mean that it’s
easier to manage foods eaten on special occasions
or as a treat.

This is a good way of managing Type 1 diabetes,
whether your child has injections or uses a pump.
By counting carbs you can match your child’s insulin
to what they eat. So, if they’re hungrier and need
a bigger portion size, they can have it – as long
as they adjust their insulin.

Carb Counter: A Clear Guide
in Everyday Foods (Collins G
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• Some clinics recommend no snacking without
insulin, so check with your diabetes team.

Notes

try
frozen banana
or frozen lowfat yogurt

try
carrots and celery
with salsa or lowfat hummus

Instead of
bread and dips

Instead of
ice cream
Need to know

try
plain popcorn
with added spices
or cinnamon

try
dark chocolate
rice cakes

Need to know

Instead of
crisps

Instead of
milk chocolate

You can’t blame children for finding it hard to resist
sweet things – particularly if all their friends are having
them. It’s best not to ban anything as it could lead to
them eating secretly, and it’ll also make it very hard for
your child to come to terms with diabetes. Instead,
teach them that no one should have too many sweets
and chocolate. And, for them, like everyone else,
they should be treats that they don’t have too often.

Savoury

Sweet
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Unexpected weight gain can be caused by poor
thyroid function. It’s more common in people with
Type 1 diabetes. Your child needs to have their
thyroid checked every year (see page 22).

As your child grows up, they’re likely to become
more conscious of their weight as their body changes.
Just like everyone else. They need to be weighed
and measured regularly when they go to the clinic,
but it needs to be done sensitively and respecting
their privacy.

Weight

Always encourage your child to join in regular physical
activity (see page 51) – it improves heart health, as
well as maintaining weight. Depending on the time
of the activity, try reducing the insulin dose at the
mealtime before, rather than giving them an extra
snack before they start.

We all know teenagers can be faddy eaters. And, a
lot of the time, their choices aren’t ideal. But you can’t
always police food choices. If they take insulin with
food, in a safe dose, that might be the best you can
hope for a lot of the time. Fast food isn’t great, but
they’re teenagers and they want to have what their
friends have. Just try to encourage them to go
for smaller portions or healthier options. Many
fast-food places have information on their websites
about carbohydrate content, so it’s worth you
all checking these.

Teenage food choices

g with food issues

Need to know

• Don’t bother with ‘diabetic’ or ‘sugar-free’
sweets. The sweeteners still affect blood
sugar levels. Sugar-free chewing gum
is OK as there’s so little sweetener in it.

• Speak to your PDSN or dietitian for more
advice on managing food refusal. You
could also wish speak to a psychologist
if it continues.

Need to know

Try having a couple of days a week when the whole
family enjoys these things together. For your child with
diabetes, it might be better they have this sweeter
food as part of a meal as they’ll be taking insulin
then anyway – but they’ll need to increase the dose.
Extra insulin is definitely needed when they have
sweets or chocolate outside of mealtimes.

Treats should be just that – something they have now
and then, not every day. But, chocolates and sweets
are part of a normal childhood, so they’re fine as
occasional treats. Just in the same way that they’re
fine as occasional treats for children without diabetes.

Treats and sweets

Teenagers may miss meals or be too strict about their
eating, to control their weight. Discourage your child
from missing meals to lose weight – it leaves them
more likely to snack on inappropriate foods. If you
think your child is regularly missing insulin on purpose
to control weight, or is getting an unhealthy obsession
with how much they eat – speak to your diabetes
team immediately.

uses fat instead. The raised blood sugar levels means
diabetes management slips, which can lead to
diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA – see page 21). It can
also lead to long-term complications (see page 24).
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Lily amazes us every day with how she has
dealt with her diabetes. We are so proud of her.”

Lily has some amazing friends, who she’s known
since before she was diagnosed. They show
such an amazing interest in her diabetes and
sometimes ask to help Lily test her blood sugar
levels. Lily decides whether they help – she
likes to be in control!

“Lily has never allowed Type 1 diabetes to stand in
the way of her life. She absolutely loves
gymnastics, and her pump has never held her
back – we just need to check her blood sugar
levels before, during and after training. The
exercise lowers her blood sugar, so depending
on the reading, we might decide she needs
a snack, or make a decision about whether
we leave her pump on or take it off.

Amanda describes how her daughter Lily
copes with Type 1 diabetes, which was
diagnosed the day before she turned 5

Meet Amanda & Lily

• www.diabetes.org.uk/pg-teens-food

Teenagers:

• www.diabetes.org.uk/pg-kids-food

Children:
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active

• the activity is strenuous.

• the activity lasts longer than an hour

• there’s too much insulin working in your
child’s body

Activity may cause blood sugar levels to lower if:

Regular blood sugar testing will help you understand
what activity does to your child’s blood sugar levels.
It could cause them to go low or high – or make
no difference.

Regular activity should be part of your child’s routine,
and so planning for it will help. Being active may affect
blood sugar levels. You may notice changes during
or after bouts of activity.

Have an activity plan

• Split your child’s hour into shorter active
sessions of 15–20 minutes across the day.

• Encourage activity after school and at
weekends. Things like walking around the
shops or the park cuts down the time spent
in front of the TV or computer.

• Remember, just being active is as important
as organised exercise. So, encourage walking
and active play (games like tag, hide and seek,
and hopscotch). Even some jobs around the
house can increase activity levels.

• Encourage your child to try different things. Get
them to have a go and see what they like best.

• Be as active as possible yourself. Be a role
model.

Tips for reaching activity goals

After exercise, your child’s insulin may be more
effective, so they may have low blood sugar levels.
You may need to adjust their insulin or their food to
prevent a delayed hypo, so talk to your paediatric
diabetes team.

During any activity, your child uses up some of the
glucose in their muscles and liver. They need to
replace this or their blood sugar levels may drop.
This usually takes around 12 hours, but can take
longer after very strenuous exercise, or if they
haven’t eaten much carbohydrate.

After physical activity

Physical activity can make the body release the
hormone adrenaline, which makes blood sugar levels
rise. This is more likely if your child is doing vigorous
or competitive exercise.

• the activity is mostly aerobic or competitive
(eg a competition or any activity or sport using
bursts of short, sharp, fast movements).

• they don’t have enough insulin circulating
in their body

• All children should drink w
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• Long activity (eg a long bike ride): Your
child will need a mixture of quick-acting and
longer-acting carbohydrate, like fruit juice,
sandwiches, fruit bars, crisps and biscuits.
They can take these in a small rucksack
along with something to treat a hypo,
like glucose tablets.

• Strenuous activity (eg a football match):
Blood sugar levels may go lower during the
activity, so give your child some quick-acting
carbohydrate, like a sports drink, jelly sweets,
jaffa cakes, etc. Have some hypo treatment
to hand throughout the activity.

Type of activity

• Some time after a meal: Your child will
usually need an extra snack, like a banana,
cereal or a cake bar, about an hour before
starting the activity. How much they need
depends on how long they’ll be active.

• Activity within one or two hours after a
meal: Think about reducing your child’s insulin
dose with the meal before exercising. As a
rough guide, if you don’t adjust their insulin,
during exercise children need at least 1g
carbohydrate for every kilo they weigh.

Timing

• For unplanned activity: Your child will
probably need a carbohydrate-containing
snack to help avoid a hypo. It’s important to
carry hypo treatments like glucose tablets
and cereal bars, in case your child does
an activity that isn’t planned.

• For planned activity: Think about reducing
your child’s insulin dose if their meal is one or
two hours before the activity. Give them a meal
with low-fat carbohydrate – things like pasta,
baked beans, porridge, milk, yogurt and fruit.

Planned or unplanned activity

Need to know
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All children are offered a pneumococcal vaccination
as part of their routine childhood vaccinations.
This vaccine is given as three doses at 2, 4 and
13 months. Be aware that some children’s blood
sugar levels go up following a vaccination because
the body is making antibodies.

As well as regular childhood vaccinations, your child
should be offered an annual flu vaccination from the
age of 6 months. Your GP surgery should contact
you about this between September and December.

Vaccinations

• If you want to manage your child’s diabetes care
yourself when they’re in hospital (or if they want to
do it themselves), you/they should be supported
in this, unless it’s not practical. This includes
using an insulin pump.

longer periods of inactivity will affect their levels.
So, you or the hospital staff need to test your
child more often and adjust their treatment.

and infections

6 Don’t panic. Contact your diabetes team
who will help you.

5 Encourage small amounts of food/fluids
regularly. If your child doesn’t feel like eating,
is feeling sick or can’t keep any snacks or food
down, replace meals with snacks or drinks
containing carbohydrates, which will give them
energy. Try to get them to sip sugary drinks
(such as Lucozade or non-diet cola) or suck
on glucose tablets or have sweets, like jelly
beans. Letting fizzy drinks go flat may help
your child keep them down. If your child
is vomiting, consult your diabetes team.

4 Encourage your child to have plenty of
unsweetened drinks to avoid dehydration,
and to eat little and often.

3 If your child’s blood sugar levels are high,
check for ketones. If ketones are present,
contact your diabetes team.

2 Check your child’s blood sugar levels regularly,
including through the night. This is the only
way you’ll know if their levels are too high or
too low. You and your diabetes team will then
use these results to decide if their insulin dose
needs to be adjusted.

1 Your child should keep taking insulin, even if
they don’t feel like eating. In some cases, you
may need to change their dose. Your diabetes
team can help you.
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4 It’s difficult to balance this, but try to
communicate the importance of looking after
diabetes properly, without frightening staff or
putting them off. Your PDSN can help with
this and so can Diabetes UK’s information
at www.diabetes.org.uk/pg-schools-info

3 If you’ve having difficulty getting the support you
need for your child, contact Diabetes UK’s Care
in Schools helpline. Go to www.diabetes.org.
uk/pg-schools-helpline for details.

You can find all this information, and more, at
www.diabetes.org.uk/pg-schools-info Or, if you’d
like to order a pack by phone, call 0345 123 2399*.
If you’re in Scotland, call 0141 212 8710.

And, there’s much more detailed information about
everyone’s roles and responsibilities on our website.
There you’ll also find specific information about trips
and exams, videos made by young people themselves
about diabetes at school and much more.

There’s a pack for you and another for your school
to give you the basics about looking after diabetes
in school that you can order or download for free.

We’ve got a lot of information for you and your child’s
school staff to help make sure your child gets the
support they need at school.

Information for you and your school

Thank you.

With 4.5 million people in the UK living
with diabetes your support has never
been more important and means we’re
able to help more and more people.

By purchasing from our shop you’re
supporting our fight for a world where
diabetes can do no harm. All profits
raised will help fund our research which
is developing better treatments and
taking us a step closer to a cure.

• www.diabetes.org.uk/p
schools-info

Teenagers

• www.diabetes.org.uk/p

Children:

Please quote PG1 when orderi

To order these and search othe
shop.diabetes.org.uk or call 0
Monday to Saturday 8am–6p

Ready, steady, shop

Advertisement

• Have a look at Diabetes UK’s information
about looking after Type 1 diabetes at
school. Go to www.diabetes.org.uk/
pg-schools-info

• Tell school staff straightaway about any
changes to your child’s diabetes management.

• Talk to your diabetes team about training
up school staff to look after your child.
You will probably be involved with that, too.

• Find out who’s your main contact at school
for your child’s diabetes care, and work out
the best way of keeping in touch with them.

Need to know
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5 Pick your info. Think about whether you want
to give your teenager more information and
where you’re going to get that from.

4 Pick your allies. Don’t be hurt by this, but
sometimes you’re just not the best person to
talk to your teenager. They might feel more
comfortable with an aunt, uncle or family friend.
If you take this approach, make sure you’re all
clear about what’s shared with who. So you
don’t feel left out, but also so your teenager
doesn’t feel there’s been any gossiping.

3 Pick your way. A face-to-face conversation
may make them so uncomfortable that they
clam up and aren’t honest. Try bringing things
up gently, when you’re doing something like
going for a walk or cooking a meal. It can be
easier for them to open up if they don’t have
to look you in the face.

2 Pick your battles. Complaining about
everything they’re doing ‘wrong’ is unlikely
to make them change. If you’re worried about
several things, talk about the big worries first
and come back to the others at another time.

1 Pick your time. There’s no point trying to talk
when one of you is in a rush. Make sure you
both have the time to talk about things properly,
so you don’t have a stop-start conversation.
And, don’t talk to your teen when you’re cross,
if you can help it. In the same way, if you know
they’re in a mood already, try another time.

The teenage years are heaven and hell for
most families. Diabetes can add another layer
of difficulty. You need to know what’s going
on with your teen’s diabetes, even if they want
nothing to do with you. These tips may help:

• Give them the chance to tal
and worries. Encourage the
with their own solutions to p
you can then discuss with t
or paediatric dietitian.

• Involve them in decisions ab
and treatment.

• Encourage them to ask and
when they feel ready to.

• Involve them in clinic visits a
feel happy with.
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share responsibility at the clinic

As your teenager gets used to
your diabetes team may sugge
the clinic on their own. You nee
about this, as you may still feel
Getting the balance right betw
independence, and you being t
when they need it, is different f

• People with diabetes who smoke are twice as likely
to have heart disease and circulation problems.

• Smoking can affect fertility, and the chance
of having a healthy pregnancy and baby.

rinks with plenty of water
ee) to avoid dehydration.

body for a number of hours.
pen sometime later. After
uld eat before bed, even

• Smoking can stain your teeth and damage your skin.

Smoking increases the risk of heart and lung disease,
and some cancers. Make sure your
teen knows that:

Smoking

• Possessing illegal drugs can lead to a fine or
imprisonment – as well as a criminal record
that could affect job prospects. Talk to frank:
www.talktofrank.com

• A legal high doesn’t mean that it’s a safe drug. They
can make you seriously ill and can cause death.

• Different drugs have different effects. Drugs, legal or
not, can be classified into three categories – stimulants,
downers (or sedatives) and hallucinogenics (or
psychedelics). All can have serious effects on
health in general, and diabetes management.

Drugs affect people – and their diabetes – in different
ways, depending on the type, amount and purity
of a drug. Make sure your teen knows that:

No drug is a safe drug. Alcohol, illegal drugs or legal
highs can all lead to problems with health, family,
friends and the law. The ideal way of avoiding any
problems is to avoid all drugs. But it’s important
to be realistic, so you and your teenager need to
be informed.

Drugs

ey may be less aware of
They should try to drink

with them as a hypo may
g drunk.

out their diabetes and

mpty stomach and to have
g. If this isn’t possible,
e carbohydrate-containing
ich or crisps, while drinking.

ore likely. Make sure

n still drink alcohol, but too
one. It’s recommended that
4 units a week. If you’re
k, it should be spread over
member, these guidelines

re independence, teens’
ifferent from younger
start experimenting with
ing and sex. All of these
etes, so it’s important
his.

ge issues

• www.diabetes.org.uk/t

• It’s important for both teenage boys and girls
to use contraception, unless they’re planning
to start a family.

Notes

Teenagers

• Girls with diabetes can still take the contraceptive pill.

• www.diabetes.org.uk/t

Support for your c

• If you think you need som
talk to your diabetes team
or psychological support,
on 0345 123 2399*. If yo
call 0141 212 8710.

• Bringing up teenagers is o
about who can help and s

• High blood sugar levels can make thrush more
likely. Keeping their diabetes under control can
help avoid this, but they need to see their GP
if they have genital itching and discharge.

• Having sex is a form of activity so can
cause a hypo.

When you talk about sex with your son or daughter,
you also need to mention their diabetes. Make
sure they know the following:

Sex

Need to know

, which the body uses for energy: the

eating a severe hypo, a kit that includes a
l of glucagon powder.

-meen) A blood test that gives a
gement over the past two to three weeks.
1c test for people with blood disorders,
cell trait.

ert in food and nutrition, who’ll give you
you make changes to your child’s eating

th problems people with Type 1 diabetes
life: these include damage to the kidneys,
ase.

st) A doctor who specialises in diabetes
l clinic or specialist diabetes clinic.

(key-toe-ass-ee-doh-sis) Where a build-up
s) causes the body to become acidic: if
ciousness – and even death.

sulin infusion (CSII) (sub-cue-tayn-eep therapy.

ing (CGM) A sensor worn just under the
levels every few minutes.

) A common autoimmune disease where
tein found in wheat, barley and rye), which
cts how food’s absorbed.

A very effective way of managing diabetes
ild’s insulin to what they eat.

source of energy, which is broken down

plastic tube, which sits under the skin,
sulin pump.

pid-acting insulin your child takes to cover
ls when they eat and drink.

d sugar levels your child should aim
ich you’ll be told by your paediatric

d blood glucose levels) A measure
in the blood.

Thyroid (thigh-royd) A gland in the neck that produces hormones to
regulate the body’s metabolism: thyroid problems are more common in

Rapid-acting insulin The bolus insulin your child takes to cover the rise
in their blood sugar levels when they eat and drink.

Quick-acting carbohydrate Carbohydrate that acts quickly to raise
blood sugar levels, eg glucose tablets, jelly babies and non-diet drinks.

Paediatrician (pee-dee-a-trish-un) A children’s doctor with specialist
expertise in diabetes who’ll take overall responsibility for your child’s
diabetes care.

Paediatric Diabetes Specialist Nurse (PDSN) (pee-dee-at-rick) A nurse
with a special expertise in diabetes and in working with children, who’s
usually your first point of contact and who’ll give advice and support
between appointments.

Paediatric (pee-dee-at-rick) The branch of medicine that deals with
children, so paediatric doctors and nurses are specialists in treating
and looking after children.

NICE The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence: decides
the criteria for NHS funding, standards and services.

Multiple daily injections (MDI) A routine of taking insulin, where your
child has insulin injections four (or more) times a day.

Millimoles per litre (mmol/l) A measurement of the concentration
of a substance in a certain amount of liquid: expresses the amount
of glucose in the blood.

Lancet A finger-pricking needle used for getting a drop of blood to test
blood sugar levels.

Ketones (key-tones) Poisonous chemicals that can develop if there isn’t
enough insulin in the body to allow enough glucose to enter the cells:
can lead to diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA).

Insulin pump Instead of injecting insulin, a pump delivers a steady flow
of rapid-acting insulin around the clock through a cannula (a very thin
and flexible plastic tube) inserted under the skin.

Insulin pen An easy-to-use injection device.

Insulin The hormone that keeps the levels of glucose in the blood
under control.

Hypothyroidism (hy-poe-thigh-royd-ism) Where the body doesn’t
produce enough thyroid hormones.

Hypoglycaemia (hypo) (hy-poe-gly-see-me-a) When blood sugar
levels drop too low (below 4mmol/l).

Hyperthyroidism (hy-per-thigh-royd-ism) Where the body produces
too many thyroid hormones.

Hyperglycaemia (hyper) (hy-per-gly-see-me-a) When blood sugar
levels are too high.

HbA1c test A blood test that measures blood sugar levels over two
to three months.

g-lasting insulin your child takes once (or
cts over most of the day. Also called

that reads your child’s blood testing
he tests.

GP The doctor with the overall responsibility for your child’s
non-diabetes care.

ow-lus) A routine of taking insulin, where
our (or more) times a day.

ary
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And this fight is one that involves all of us
– sharing knowledge and taking diabetes
on together. Until we achieve our vision.

Because we’re the leading UK charity for
people affected by diabetes it’s our responsibility
to lead the fight against the growing crisis.

Diabetes affects more people than any other
serious health condition in the UK. More than
dementia and cancer combined. That means
we need to take action now.

We are Diabetes UK. Our vision is a world
where diabetes can do no harm.

Who we are

A world wher
diabetes can
do no harm.

Get in touch
0345 123 2399*
info@diabetes.org.uk
@DiabetesUK
www.diabetes.org.uk
www.facebook.com/diabetesuk
www.diabetes.org.uk/pg-forum
*Monday–Friday, 9am–6pm. The cost of calling
0345 numbers can vary according to the provider.
Calls may be recorded for quality and training purposes.
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